


Worlds Away from Typical Island Luxury. 48 Miles from Miami. 



Escape on an Ocean Breeze

An Osprey takes flight, following the sea as it flows between South Florida and the 

Bahamas... and in the midst of this river of Turquoise, a tiny island catches its eye. 

This is Bimini – the fabled isle of fishermen and sailors, of tropical travelers and 

modern-day jet setters. It is also the home of Rockwell Island, the unofficial capital of 

North Bimini with custom-built grand island estates.



The Jewel of the Bahamas

The smallest of the Bahamian island chain, Bimini proves that size is of no importance 

when it comes to the authentic Caribbean island lifestyle. From the second Bimini crests the 

Atlantic Ocean horizon, the whole world seems to slow to an unhurried pace. 

Crystal clear waters reveal ivory sands, brilliant coral, and a vibrant underwater environment 

filled with some of the world’s most beautiful marine creatures. At Rockwell Island, the 

bounty of the islands awaits – with palatial beachfront or bayfront estates, complete with 

private boat slips and exclusive access to the Rockwell Island golf course – the only one of its 

kind on the island. Boater or beach lover, golfer or fisherman, sophisticated serenity is yours 

in a way never before possible. 



An Island Oasis... 
All Your Own

Anchored by a world-class hotel, private beach, infinity pool, (Number and Type) restaurants, 

a full-service spa (?), 18-hole golf course and clubhouse, tennis courts (?) and an outstanding 

marina (?), the atmosphere is unquestionably five star. 

The same holds true for each and every individually constructed residence. Whether it be the 

graceful Georgian-inspired columns and shuttered windows of our Plantation and Palladian 

estates, or the dramatic domed roofs, fountains and interior courtyards of our Moorish designs, 

or even the rich mixture of natural materials and clean, modern architecture of our Feng Shui 

and Balinese homes, personal expression is not just appreciated here... it is welcomed. 
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On a Completely Different Wavelength

Less than two hours from the bustle and excitement of Miami, you might think that Bimini would be a non-stop beach party. Refreshingly, 

however, it is not. While local music with steel drum and Caribbean rhythms can be found in various spots on the island, it is the easy, 

relaxed pace that keeps visitors and residents coming back year after year. 

Beaches with white sands as soft as velvet are blissfully empty.  Waters are teeming with fish like Marlin, Mahi, Yellowfin Tuna, Grouper, 

Wahoo, Snapper, and two Bahamian delicacies – Lobster and Conch. The island’s few restaurants never require reservations and always 

welcome flip flops. It is life disconnected from every modern-day care or worry, while still granting unlimited access to the little luxuries 

that make life memorable. 



Ownership of Beach 

and Island Estates for A 

Privileged Few Awaits Nearby 



BALINESETotal A/C 4,927.05 SqF   I   Total no A/C 2,002.74 SqF   I   Total 6,929.79 SqF

First Level

Aerial View
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BALINESE



FENG SHUITotal A/C 3,851.88 SqF   I   Total no A/C 1,800.77 SqF   I   Total 5,652.65 SqF
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FENG SHUI



MOORISHTotal A/C 4,553.75 SqF   I   Total no A/C 2,138.59 SqF   I   Total 6,692.34 SqF
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MOORISH



PALLADIANTotal A/C 4,364.13 SqF   I   Total no A/C 2,228.84 SqF   I   Total 6,592.97 SqF
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PALLADIAN



PLANTATIONTotal A/C 4,381.69 SqF   I   Total no A/C 2,584.2 SqF   I   Total 6,965.89 SqF
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PLANTATION





www.rockwellisland.com

1.888.592.1588


